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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for being here.As mentioned in my abstract I am talking about how managers coped during the University of Auckland’s Faculty Administrative Review and Restructure.Just to give some context of this restructuring for those of you that aren’t aware,  it was a University wide change involving almost all administrative staff within the Faculties.  The change involved developing new job descriptions to provide consistency in the University.  We had 350 position titles in faculties, with many positions involving small parts of different roles, and these were changed to about 32 generic positions. All these roles were sized and given salary bands.  So almost all Faculty Administrative staff were affected in some way. The University confirmed some staff into roles that had sufficient overlap on their current roles, disestablished many positions and redeployed staff into those.  The role that staff ended up in was not necessarily at the same salary band as the job they left.  Although not many in the context of the scale, some staff took redundancy.



Personal reflections on the 
Faculty Administrative 
Restructure 
Initial consultation early 2013 and final 
implementation October 2014 
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Manager 
expectations gained 
through training and 

support Reality experienced 
during the restructuring 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to preface my talk by making it clear that I am presenting my reflections based on personal observations, and many discussions held with colleagues. This is not in any way to be taken as a formal review of the restructuring.  When the proposal for restructuring started I was an existing School Manager; and so experienced the unfolding events first in that role for about 10 months.  I was fortunate to be on a leadership course which gave me the benefit of some change management training.  In January 2014 I took up a position in the new management structure.   I personally felt supported by the University Senior Management;    my immediate managers;    colleagues;   as well as the Professional and Organisational Development Training team.  So in light of all that I have asked myself what made the restructuring such a challenge;     and why numerous colleagues also felt they were not coping as well as expected.It’s this gap between manager expectations gained through training and support, and their reality experienced during the restructuring,   that led me to reflect whether managers had sufficient understanding of such a complex environment,    and of their own ability to cope through a myriad of situations. 



In trying to make sense …. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In trying to make sense of what happened I have enable them to lead through the process with higher self-efficacy. thought through what made this restructuring particularly complexconsidered the extent to which the theory of the change management and resilience training helped,   and hampered,   the way managers coped through the restructuring. unpacked some of the issues to show the cumulative emotional effect on managers as a result of the restructuring.offered some considerations that could be taken into account for any future significant change in a tertiary environment,     that might better prepare managers,    and professional development staff,     and 



Particular emotional  
complexities of this restructure 
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Implemented in two phases over a period of almost two years 

Existing Department Managers had staff reporting to them even 
after a new management structure had been implemented 

Better career development for professional staff was  
misinterpreted as a transition benefit 

1 

2 

3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am not discussing the merits of how the University went about the restructuring.    However there are three issues this particular restructure had that added complexity to the emotional side that not all restructures would have:First point. The restructure was implemented in two phases over a period of almost two yearsthe first phase was the change and implementation to the professional staff management structurethen in a second phase the implementation of the rest of the administrative structure, and the start of new processes.The significance of this is that there was uncertainty for the whole organisation for a long time. Even as managers were being appointed in the first phase there was no indication of what shape and size their teams would be. They had to take leaps of faith that it would turn out in a workable way.Second Point.  The University kept the existing school and department managers in place,     with staff continuing to report to them throughout the restructure,  even after a new Management structure had been put in place.Many of these staff were relatively inexperienced with the leadership skills that would be required for a change management initiative of this kind. While it was not clear in the initial phase, the majority of these staff were personally affected, at times having a conflict of interest with their own staff.�Third Point.  One of the aims of the restructure was better career development for staff. This became misinterpreted.   A substantial number of staff became over optimistic about the career opportunities for themselves,   and their colleagues,   through the transition of the restructuring;    rather than accepting that it was intended as a post implementation benefit. �The significance of this is that it gave people an unrealistic set of expectations: Individuals who had been “stuck” in jobs for years saw the process of restructuring as a way of getting promotion; and the academics keen for their own staff get ahead placed an increased value in their staff. In both phases there were far more people wanting promotion than jobs available.



Theory 
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ADKAR Change 
management;    
SARA Resilience 

All models are wrong; 
some are more useful 

than others 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned I had benefited by some change management and resilience training.   It was about 6 months later I recall sitting in an Engineering professors office,  musing at a quote that he had on his white board ��“All models are wrong; some are more useful than others”…I thought long and hard of two of the models that we had been exposed to which related to how individuals process change, the ADKAR model and the SARA change curve, both of which I will give some more detail. I realised that they had been beneficial in partly fitting our experience so far; and so thought of a potentially more useful way that they could have been presented to help us better understand the significant disruption and challenge of a major restructuring. 



Prosci’s ADKAR model 
Outcome-oriented approach to  
facilitate successful personal transitions 
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Awareness of the need to change  
Desire to participate in and support the change  
Knowledge how to change 
Ability to implement required skills and behaviours 
Reinforcement to sustain the change 
 
 
 

  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The ADKAR Model is an outcome-oriented approach… to facilitate successful personal transitions. The model advocates that individuals make changes successfully when they have the necessary �Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability and Reinforcement. �With staff getting through these steps,  in this order,   the organization will achieve its resultsThe model uses optimistic terminology.   When I heard it, I felt it gave me a positive framework to view the upcoming change.For the purposes of this presentation I am primarily focussing on the Awareness and Desire 



ADKAR 
At an organisational level each person 
reaches Awareness at a different stage,  
and therefore Desire lags behind that. 
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Person A 

Person B 

Person D 

Person C 

Person E 

AWARENESS        Knowledge - Ability - Reinforcement DESIRE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the theory we were given a clue that that at an organisational level each person reaches Awareness at a different stage, and therefore Desire lags behind that.So as managers having been exposed to this model we had an expectation that awareness would take time.  And just as all of you would have experienced, in previous change initiatives,    even with the best intentioned communication,    we are used to the grumbles of staff saying they knew nothing of the upcoming change.   So that in itself wasn’t daunting. What I didn’t realise when I went through this model…was just how emotional the Awareness step became;    and how divisive its effect was in the University;    and how some people didn’t make it through to the Desire stage.    I also didn’t consider where people would find themselves   by the time of implementation.I’ll refer to this diagram later as the ADKAR building blocks.
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Typically people go through a series of 
emotions over time, affecting performance 
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Shock 
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Blame Others 
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Testing new behaviours 
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Decision making 

Integrating 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second model which many of you are likely to be familiar with in some form or another is the Change or Transition Curve. �I’ll refer to it as the SARA curve,  as in its basic form it deals with Shock, Anger, Rejection and Acceptance.   This model showed that typically people go through a series of negative emotions … shock, denial, blame, confusion and resistance. As these emotions unfold, some people suffer a deterioration of performance, including relationships with others or a decline in their self-esteem. Typically,  as the change is still approaching, people may come to accept the fact and let go of their negative emotions.  They will have reached the bottom of the transition curve;     and will then begin the process of moving up the right hand side;   before being able to accept and let go,    with the idea of eventually integrating into the new way of working.  http://www.i-choose-self-improvement.com/change-curve.html
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Typically people go through a series of 
emotions over time, affecting performance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The model suggests that at the end point, people’s behaviour and performance,   is at a higher level than when the change management process began.    The change curve shows a typical situation where the outcome is success.   ie the change has been implemented and individuals have developed as a result.One of the fundamental problems with me seeing this model in isolation is that again it gave me a sense of optimism…that people will get through the change. After all with the significant number of change management processes I have experienced,   no matter how much the initial resistance   staff did move forward. So for instance when new software programmes were introduced staff may have struggled as the model suggests,  but as managers, we didn’t have to think about these changes in terms of human collateral.    And we didn’t expect a significant impact on ourselves as managers through the process,   and at the time of implementation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So it was only on reflection that I saw the significance of the connection between these two models,   and for a major restructuring what else could be considered in making these models more useful.I see the awareness of the ADKAR model as being equivalent to the stage in which people go through all the negative emotions in red…shock anger and rejection. The Desire of the ADKAR model is the equivalent stage in which people go through the more positive emotions in green…acceptance of the inevitability of change,  letting go of negativity, and being willing to start adopting the new way of working. 



Different sectors of the  
organisation affected at different times 
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Individual 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding that different sectors of the organisation are affected at different times is important.A variation on the SARA model that we weren’t exposed to in our training shows that typically senior management team leaders are the first to realise that a change initiative needs to be implemented....they too go through all the emotional phases.  The model then shows middle managers lagging behind still between the anger and rejection phase when the top leaders have reached acceptance. And then lastly the majority of the workforce are months behind. What this version doesn’t show is that the rate of acceptance is different for different people.  Remember the ADKAR building blocks diagram?  That illustrated that not everyone in a group reaches acceptance in this bell shape way, and certainly not by the time of the implementation of the restructure.  When the consultation period of the first phase started most people reacted as expected by the SARA model …some shock at such a significant change, with a lot of confusion on what it all meant. Depending on their interpretation of the restructuring proposal at least three distinct groups formed: (Source from Professor Kevin Lowe’s presentation)
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SARA Curve differentiation 
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Rejection of proposal and  
believed that SMT would withdraw it 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those that rejected the proposal and believed that the Senior Management Team would withdraw the whole restructure hovered in denial. 
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Anger 

Those that seriously thought that they 
would potentially lose their jobs  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those that seriously thought that they would potentially lose their jobs slid further down emotionally … going towards anger.�
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SARA Curve differentiation 
Acceptance 

Optimists welcomed the change as they perceived it 
would immediately help career development.  

  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As people became optimistic with a hope of promotion and therefore started welcoming the change, they quickly moved to acceptance, because they perceived it would immediately help career development. 



Impact of Managers emotions  
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STUCK 
• Didn’t apply for jobs 
• Didn’t engage their staff  

REACTIVE 
• More vocal in their negativity 
• Their staff becoming victims of prolonged negativity 

 PROACTIVE 
• Supported the proposal 
• Helped staff understand the proposal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how well a manager adjusted had a significant impact on the way the rest of the staff approached the restructuring, and the resulting productivity in their section. The staff in denial didn’t engage their staff,    pretty much continuing business as usual. Many also didn’t apply for jobs.The angry staff couldn’t in good faith support the proposal. Some became more vocal in their negativity,    which then resulted in their staff too becoming victims of prolonged negativity. As you can appreciate the managers who reached acceptance became proactive,   and helped their staff understand the restructuring proposal.  The University had committed to redeploying as many of the staff as possible.    They had given all permanent staff the opportunity to apply for the professional senior management positions with internal advertising only;   and the take up on these jobs was high.   This heightened emotions as individuals went through all the normal optimism and anxiety of applying for new jobs;    with the added apprehension that their current role was potentially in jeopardy.
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Significance of job application 
outcomes 

Ongoing 
Anxiety 

Well into 
Desire 

Back to 
Anger 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the significance of the outcomes of the job applications.   Those managers who got new managerial positions further supported the restructuring;   and were in a state of acceptance at that point. In the ADKAR model they moved from Awareness to Desire, with the intention of committing fully to the restructuring in a positive way.Those that didn’t get a managerial position shifted from acceptance to shock, fear again, and even anger as their new reality dawned.   An added complexity was that they were now potentially in direct competition for jobs with their own staff. 
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Every failed job application 

….it seemed as if the mass of staff who were 
negative increased 

  
  

  Anger 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With every failed job application it seemed as though the mass of staff who were in the negative spiral increased in the University. Human collateral was now obvious.   When the announcements were made that there were still positions unfilled;    and that there were no staff suitable for these positions within the University,   the negative emotions escalated and became intense – sometimes now being aimed very directly at people on the hiring teams at middle management level,    rather than the “amorphous” University’s Senior Management Team.



Not everyone reaches  
Desire or Acceptance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From being positive ourselves, the emotional challenges of being a manager in this situation were now significant.   I would have liked the ADKAR and SARA models that we were given in the original training to reinforce that some people wouldn’t reach Acceptance or Desire.   While common sense tells us that staff do leave organisations as a result of wide scale restructures,    it was emotionally very hard to deal with knowing some of our own colleagues would choose to give up their hard earned careers and exit.    And in anger.  And for managers on the hiring teams, the pain of doing their jobs was high.Later in the process when redeploying staff in the second phase the University provided support for the new senior managers to take care of their staff   and themselves …very much welcomed at the time.  But before that, many managers hadn’t been prepared for the seriousness of our situation,    and what the potential fall-out could be. Managers experienced a range of the “negative red” emotions that related directly to the restructuring:survivor guilt…having a job when others did not and were going to continue in a period of uncertainty. sadness of losing valued colleagues out the university.frustration, with those still in denial.. Really at times we felt we wanted to shake colleagues into action.In addition, we still had our own confusion of just what the new staff structure model would look like,    and keeping faith was not as easy as the Senior Management Team would have liked.And so despite that positive upward “green emotion” that managers had experienced, they also began a downward spiral with red emotions increasingly creeping in.



Academics attitude shifts 
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A large cohort of academics completely  
missed acceptance  

by the implementation of managers.  

Rejection Rejection 

Time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our tertiary environment it’s hard to judge into which group the academics predominately fit…a portion at least are senior leaders.  Some had professional staff reporting to them that was to change as a result of the restructuring.   In some regards academics are seen as customers of the professional staff service.  Whichever way you view academics,   they are hugely influential.   They add a layer of decision making in our organisation that is not inherent in many other commercial organisations,    which more closely match the models we have been talking about. It was remarkable to see the extent to which academics participated in the restructuring at the various stages.  There had been a reasonable number of senior academics  who rejected the proposals at each stage,   making it considerably harder for their staff, ….including  professional staff middle managers,    to reach a level of acceptance.  A large cohort of academics missed out the acceptance phase of the first part of the restructure,     and were still either in denial or not particularly engaged at all in the process by the implementation of the newly appointed middle managers.   For many Awareness really only set in at the second phase of the restructuring. In what seemed an unprecedented engagement in any change process ..their reactions shifted from disinterest to strong and negative, and they became very protective of their professional staff colleagues. While their anger and rejection had an upside of academics bonding more to some of the professional staff,    it slowed the process of acceptance down.
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Split amongst the staff 

Those who initiated the 
process and those that 

had benefited by it  

Those academics and 
professional staff in 
Faculties against the 

proposal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time I felt a real split amongst the staff in the University: those who initiated the process and those who had benefited by it having secured new jobs,   and the rest of the staff in the Faculties- both  academics and professional staff against the proposal. There were some unaffected staff sitting on the fence.
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Rough start for new  
professional staff managers in the new 
structure  
 The effect was that 

some new managers 
started feeling isolated;  

sliding further into  
red negativity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So,  a number of new professional staff managers had a rough start.  What that did for some of these managers was to go backwards in their own level of acceptance.   Instead of being able to feel excited with our new roles,   and long awaited career promotions,   and new teams,    and that we were making a positive difference to the University,    we started feeling despondent..   our own red emotions increasing. A complicating difficulty was that for a significant part of a year    there were two management structures over-lapping…  Previous department and school managers still continued to have staff reporting to them,   and in most cases their staff continued to put their loyalty in them…again, sometimes preventing staff to accept the new management structure.  This was even more prominent where managers moved to a new section of the University,   and were relatively unknown as individuals.  Usually the University is very collegial when a new staff member has been appointed; their own managers can rely on other staff members to welcome new people.    While the leadership teams in the Faculties were very welcoming,   many academic and professional staff gave lip-service welcomes to these new managers at best.    Amongst other feelings, some academics would have felt disloyal to their own staff by being readily inclusive of the new managers;    Some Heads would have felt their power being stripped,   because they were no longer line-managing their professional administrative staff.     And the staff themselves would have had a myriad of emotions from resentment of not getting the promotion roles themselves,   to suspicion how this new person would affect their future employment.     The effect of this was that some new managers started feeling isolated; sliding further into the red negativity.
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Roles of some of the new  
managers were not understood 

As change management agents 
Substantially 

different roles 
required for the 
transition period 

Not able to embed 
the expected 
published job 
descriptions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key steps that a successful manager would ordinarily do, is to define their own job clearly  – for themselves and for others. This was really difficult for some because the University was in a state of flux. The roles of some of the new managers were not understood by the academics, and that furthered their negative perceptions of the new structure.   Because the length of time between the consultation period and redeployment phase of the 2nd part of the restructuring,   the new managers became the change management agents, taking on substantially different roles required for the transition period rather than the expected published job descriptions.   A number of the managers, like myself, had changed our areas of responsibility taking on more departments and Schools than we previously had responsibility for.  Trying to adjust to the different culture of departments at a time where nothing was normal was a significant challenge. It’s great now to be able to point out that academic attitude is definitely improving;  but it is also true to say that  even as recently as a few months ago there were still some academic staff who were not able to accept the change, and the new roles of the managers.    Instead of showing confidence in the new managers,    they have by-passed them, creating workarounds with former staff they trusted. http://hiring.monster.com/hr/hr-best-practices/workforce-management/hr-management-skills/how-to-manage-employees.aspx
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Preparing teams for being  
disbanded and staff redeployed 

Challenges 
facing the 
new 
managers 
included  

absenteeism as a result of stress 

mediocre work  

heartfelt situations  

gaps in teams 

lost local and institutional knowledge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A newly appointed manager is used to going into a job starting on day one building up teams as a unit,    and maximizing employee’s productivity.   In this restructuring many newly appointed managers were preparing teams for being disbanded,   and staff to be redeployed.   New managers had to be constantly reminded of the difference between redeployment,  with as little redundancy as possible, and recruitment.  With that came legal obligations and processes most of us were not used to, and levels of confidentiality that HR were unable to discuss with direct line managers.  There were times the new managers had the feeling of little control.The psychology of starting the next step of your career in this way was really challenging.  Challenges facing the new managers included experiencing an unusually high level of absenteeism as a result of stresstolerating mediocre work as there was little value encouraging better performance from staff who had very low morale. Listening to some real heartfelt situations where for instance two members of the same family feared for their jobs;Not operating with full teams, and therefore being far more involved with operational aspects than strategic issues;Lack of own local knowledge and loss of institutional knowledge in their teamsI like to think of myself as a go-getter,  and having to slow down and turning a blind eye wasn’t easy, and that frustration became another loop of mixed emotions, trying to find meaning for what was happening.
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Emotional loops with a desire  
to reach out for others 
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Dialogue and Bargaining 
• Reaching out to others 
• Desire to tell one’s story 
• Struggling to find meaning for what 

has happened 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like the way this model portrays the emotional loops –which implies that through the negativity there were also moments of positivity; as there were. It captures how people felt the need to reach out for others,  with a desire to tell their own story.  As newly appointed managers we formed really strong bonds of “being there” for each other initially through informal networks. Around mid-2014 more formal University level Communities of Practice were established in part to help support the managers.People at all levels of the organisation needed to talk. I had numerous people coming to me for informal mentoring to help them find jobs. That helped my sense of community spirit in giving (the green parts of my own loops), and it also made me poignantly aware of the real hardships some people were struggling through (bringing me back down the red side).
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Newly appointed to the 
 University …seen as outsiders 

I know I made 
the right choice What did I get 

myself into? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While I have mentioned newly appointed managers in general, some of these staff were newly appointed to the University.  Their challenges would have been different. Subconsciously a new employee is assessing how well the organization meets the expectations believed to be promised during the recruitment phase. This assessment equates to the continuum: I know I made the right choice                             �What did I get myself into? These new staff had not been party to all the speculation about what the final structure of the staff below the management level would look like, and some of their expectations were much higher than those of ours who had seen the writing on the wall of job levels and team size.  Therefore their positive emotions also substantially reduced,  while disillusionment and disappointment set in as reality didn’t match expectations.On the upside they had not built up emotional ties with any of the staff who they were managing, and therefore their own emotions did not cloud their objectivity when making decisions which between people.   They weren’t affected by staff leaving the University unless it had an impact on their area of responsibility.   They also were more resilient as they hadn’t had the change fatigue that was affecting so many other managers.  However coming into the University in such a negative climate it was likely to be much harder to successfully integrate and become part of the community. When an employee is not accepted, they are an “outsider”, and coming to work every day is stressful. And for some their first exposure to the University community was to feel excluded. They were the Them in the divided “Us and Them” situation that had arisen; They were the very staff members who had been seen to deprive a current staff member of their position in the organisation.  New staff didn’t have the personal experience of what the anger and rejection was about, and making comments from an outsider’s view point,  often alienated them further. As well intentioned as they tried to be, sometimes they missed the mark with empathy and understanding.    It was the struggles that had bonded people and so at times they didn’t fit in on that emotional level. http://hr.oregonstate.edu/files/elearning/integrating/integrating-handbook.pdf
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Managers’ Change Saturation 

Weariness 

Anxiety 

Stress  

Confusion  

Fatigue  

Burnout 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managers in the Faculties started struggling with the amount of change that was happening,  while there were sections of the University carrying on business as usual, expecting with the same output expectations from department staff as in previous years. In addition to restructuring the University was also reviewing a considerable number of processes,  and changing how functions were to be delivered.  We all seemed to be working harder than before,   and not necessarily feeling much sense of achievement. So it was no surprise that managers started showing symptoms of change saturation:  Weariness,  anxiety,  stress,  confusion,   fatigue and    BurnoutIt seemed as though no one in the organisation had considered the cumulative impact of what would be required of people; until we were already heading towards fatigue. It was the first time I had experienced so many managers seriously struggling at the same time, particularly worse as we were about to tell the rest of the staff what was the proposed personal outcome for their role in the organisation. To the University’s credit,  this was when they showed commitment to their new managers, and put in support in the form of guides and coaching to help for example telling staff bad news, and improving our own resilience. They established formal Communities of Practice where managers were able to share best practice and feel supported. 
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Understanding Ourselves: 
High levels of Optimism not helpful   
 

“You must never confuse faith that you will prevail in 
the end 

—which you can never afford to lose— 
with the discipline to confront the most brutal facts 

of your current reality, whatever they might be.” 

Stockdale Paradox  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An individual’s personality probably factored into how well they coped with the restructuring. I am an eternal optimist …I tend to think the best of people and I have faith that situations will work out well. Some of my colleagues were pessimists…they only saw the negative doom and gloom.  The irony is that neither of these positions is ideal to cope with such major, life changing situations. ��The Stockdale Paradox  is well worth a read… “You must never confuse faith that you will prevail in the end—which you can never afford to lose—with the discipline to confront the most brutal facts of your current reality, whatever they might be.”Shielding people from the hardships they might face, by focussing on the positive outcomes only,  ends up doing some staff a disservice. Managers with high expectations of themselves, and an optimistic view of how well the University would get through the restructuring, were potentially less well prepared to cope with the inevitable drop in morale and productivity. Understanding set-backs, what is not in your circle of influence, and how long a downward spiral phase might last, are all good reality checks to be aware of.   Good To Great, by Jim Collins
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Understanding others: 
Adjusting to inconsistent behaviour 

Professor Will Hayward referring to  
Stanley Milgram’s experiments 

People are being consistently influenced by 
powerful yet often unobserved aspects of the 

environment 

We significantly underestimate these effects of 
the situation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managers would benefit understanding the extent to which people can change during such a major upheaval as this restructuring was. In an organisation like ours where we spend a huge amount of time with staff, we believe we know their character and personality and how that affects their behaviour: how they react in circumstances, and how well they treat others. But as Professor Will Hayward, Head of our School of Psychology explains in one of his recent blogs – as an aside…interestingly it’s about another controversial topic relating to the All Blacks chances in the upcoming rugby world cup…  People are in fact being consistently “influenced by powerful yet often unobserved aspects of the environment”, and we significantly underestimate these effects of the situation.While again common sense tells us that restructuring will bring negativity, I certainly did not expect the University’s environment to change as drastically as it did over the period of the restructuring…. with fear and anger dominating the way academics and professional staff behaved.      The downward spiral of emotion changed relationships between people;   it changed work ethics;   and it changed how people perceived their own jobs…Sadly the effect has lasted for much longer than anticipated.  
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Not easy adjusting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It has not been easy adjusting to being amongst staff who had previously been engaged,   enabled   and energized,    to one where productivity has been all over the place … pretty much matching emotions!  Least of all I didn’t expect myself to change in quite the way I did. Being an extrovert I am energised by people, and coming to work is always a pleasure; I started the restructuring and my new job with confidence. I didn’t factor in just how much I relied on people around me being positive. How much people around me losing their sense of humour would affect mine. And just how alone I felt at times, in a place that used to be “home”.
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Some considerations that might 
better prepare managers in these 
significant and complex changes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what are some of my thoughts on how to better prepare managers?? Its very easy for me to reflect…have hindsight. I want to assure you I was well aware of how much work was being done by so many staff….so please really see these as areas I now have the luxury to put out for others to consider.
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Communication: How you tell it 

Professor Kevin Lowe suggested leaders 
share the message 

seven 
times  

seven 
audiences 

….in seven ways 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hesitated to put communication as a factor the University of Auckland could have improved on. There was no doubt that there was so much communication, and high visibility from the Vice-Chancellor leading the restructuring. It does seem that no matter how much you communicate the up-coming change, and the extent to which you consult, people will still plead ignorance.At a recent presentation Prof Kevin Lowe, a University of Auckland Professor in Management with a chair in leadership, suggested that leaders should share the message seven times for seven audiences. Our Senior Management Team went for consistency; same message to academics and professional staff in the same venues. At every opportunity they set out the objectives to remind people what the restructuring was about; again ensuring consistency in the delivery. There is no doubt that the consistent messages to the whole community had value.So my focus on what else could have been done to improve communication is to emphasise that communication needs to be told in seven WAYS, .not meaning in media type but what is included in the message. …remember catering for both the optimists and the pessimists…and the fact that people are in different phases of Awareness and Desire! People want authenticity and honesty from their senior leaders…those people that are driving the change. They need to feel their concern for what’s happening on the ground, and for them to show that they are staying connected with their world….especially when their world is gloomy. Having the Senior Leadership Team show the University community they understood the reality at each stage might have helped middle managers deal better with mixed messages and dispelled rumours.  And through that support,  I’d like to think that there may have been a quicker acceptance of, and respect for,  the new managers.To give an example of what I mean…I’ll use the Career Pathing objective of the restructuring, and the audience in this case being the professional staff in the Faculties:The Original Message explains an objective of the restructure:   An objective of the restructure is to improve the career pathways for the professional staff.A subsequent message to show that the Senior Management realises that there is likely to be high levels of disappointment:  �We acknowledge a number of you are hoping to get promotion in the transition phase. The reality is that the way the jobs are being redesigned,   with some areas of specialism,  it’s unlikely that we will be able to fill all roles with the skill sets of our existing staff. However career pathing is high on our agenda once the restructure is done.And a third message to give greater understanding of what was done:  We have made our appointments to the Faculty Senior Management Teams.  We appreciate many of you are disappointed that you didn’t get a position, particularly in light of the fact we are now going into external recruitment.    We’d like you to understand what we were looking for in these roles, so that when you are considering how you can develop your career you will have a better idea of what to discuss with your manager.  We have hired staff who have skills in…and experience in… This is how the University will gain by having these roles…..
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Earlier timing of support  
activities to more staff  
 

Increased Resilience 

Reduced overload 

Greater shared understanding 

Reaching 
Desire  
more 

quickly 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I was discussing doing this presentation, one of the Senior Management Team posed the question to me whether I thought it was worth the University’s investment in the professional development and manager support activities. There was no hesitation in my mind that the investment the University did actually make was the difference between some managers giving up in hopelessness with feelings of inadequacy, and them seeing the light at the end of the tunnel, feeling valued. However I believe that earlier timing, and to a wider number of people in the University community, might have significantly improved the way in which,   not only managers,   but all staff approached the restructuring…potentially reaching Desire more quickly.These are some examples. Resilience training. It’s about practical healthy lifestyle habits. Changing poor habits at a time of depleted energy levels and emotional stress isn't easy. And to get it right it needs constant reinforcement. While better late than never the earlier staff change detrimental habits the better.The amount of material given to new managers would have been more spread out.   As it was, getting so much information in a relatively short space of time, in context of the whole project, added to the overload… In hindsight I realised that when we got the material I was excited by it, but in reality there was little time to really absorb valuable information, as we were onto the next lot of material.Starting Communities of Practice  earlier would have provided a much earlier shared understanding of the transition and shared best practice of dealing with challenges; being one of the seven audiences getting different messages.     
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Over-simplifying theoretical 
models isn’t  enough to prepare people  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the models that we had been shown early in the restructuring period helped make the principles of a complex theory more easily understood,   my view is that for such a major restructuring the over- simplification of the models wasn’t  enough to prepare people.    As I have hopefully illustrated there are a variety of ways of looking at the same models…showing the greater complexity of the situation.  As it turned out at the start of the second phase in April 2013 our University People and Organisational Development team  released a guide for managers  which did show a more complex SARA model, matching more closely to how we had been experiencing the transition:  chaos….and individuals giving up. For managers having understood a year earlier that chaos potentially could be the new “normal” in what was highly unusual times,   could have reduced stress. https://rapidbi.com/change-curve-debunked-2/#.Vb8HJE1d74g  Your leadership role during reviews and restructures: A guide for managers �Taking care of your staff – and yourself -  during change  
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Presenting the training 
information in different formats  
 

Sharing 
stories 

Engaging 
emotions 

Facing 
realities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to learning and genuinely retaining something, nothing beats experiences.  Engaging people's emotions is a powerful teacher. To supplement the University’s training, it would have been great, at the different phases of the restructuring, to have people who have experienced the harsh realities of restructuring come in and engage with managers about the realities of their restructuring stories….not just from an organisational overview, but to really get to grips of the realities of facing the life in chaos.  What was it like telling staff that they potentially could lose their jobs? How did you go about a farewell for a staff member who was leaving in anger?  Not only would this have helped our staff more realistically understand what a restructuring involved; I suspect having the reality told earlier, more academic managers would have engaged quicker. Understanding the actual accounts of what could happen would be informative and emotional, and would take the theory into a shared understanding. http://www.presentationzen.com/presentationzen/2010/03/we-remember-from-stories-and-experience.html
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Summary 
 
 
 

Almost no two 
people had a 
completely 

shared 
experience  

We are 
burying our 

past with 
respect, and 
building the 
future with 

patience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, there is no doubt that the level of maturity of change management in the University of Auckland has grown significantly. It is unlikely we will experience such a tough change management process affecting human lives in this way again.An extensive range of resources have now been developed and are readily available for professional staff managers and academic heads. In addition we also now have so many individuals who have personal experience of the reality of such change to pass on their stories and bring the theory alive.  We have management teams who have a greater understanding of resilience having been through periods of very low staff morale. We have a huge empathy for staff facing the challenges of completely new jobs. And we have gained experience in building new teams.We are putting the past behind us, and taking the lessons forward to build our future.   Again, I’m reminding you that this wasn’t everyone’s story. In fact what became obvious is that almost no two people had a completely shared experience. Given there were enough stories of personal struggles I felt compelled to share my reflections on them,  in the hope that people who are yet to go through a restructuring,  can appreciate the complexities more, and thereby be potentially better prepared. (Quote from Professor Kevin Lowe's presentation)
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the drafts  
• Friends and family who supported me in countless ways to enable 
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….and the many University of Auckland staff who shared their 
 stories with me, and who were willing to listen to mine. 

  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many people to thank some of whom are on the slide. Let me thank those who don’t realise their contribution…the many staff who shared their stories with me, and who were willing to listen to mine.
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